(what are the causes of youth violence?)

- People talking trash

- When people killing other people for nothing and thanks it going to make them cooler or thanks that they will change everything.

- When people want to fight people for something that dose not make no sense as in she said or he said thing and why did you hit me? that's my girl or that's my men.

- Do what I have to do like keeping my family and my friends ok and make them do the right things in life like always

- Do my work and go to school

- Play sports and have some fun.

\[ \text{What can I do about youth violence?} \]
Violences

(Just be your)

Self!!

Violences is no game you can
not die and start all over again
so if you say you are in this game
or that game, just which what
you be doing cause at the end of
the day you are going to do
something bad or something that no one
will not like and then when you
need something or someone to be
there for you they are just going
to be like remember what you did
like a day ago or in hour ago.
but what are you doing in your life
do something that you can make your
family and friends do the right thing.
even if you do everything that you need
to you just live it up be who your
mom made you to be and thank god
for having you here everyday and just
live it up on your's dream not on ones
dreams look up and say thankyou for everything